The common interest of ISLE and IIID to educate the consumer and propagate good engineering and aesthetic practices and designs makes for a natural bond. It is for this reason that the two organisations have joined hands in organising the Light India International 2009 Conference in Mumbai.

The Conference aims at a high level of practical experience and information sharing. There will be three sessions which will be devoted entirely to subjects which are of the greatest interest to lighting designers and users. The approach of the sessions will be practical case studies and experience rather than on the theoretical approach.

**LEDs** : The world famous specialists in the practical applications of LEDs with one of the largest futuristic design kitchens, Color Kinetics will lead this session. LEDs are still somewhat of a mystery and therefore this session is likely to appeal to architects and designers in particular who are increasingly called upon to offer LEDs in view of their tremendous energy saving and versatile characteristics. Mr. Nigel D'Acre, Director Marketing and Market Development for SSL Luminaires of Color Kinetics will make this presentation.

**The Future** : This session will be by Mr. Behr Champana, Sr. VP of TVS (USA) which is one of the largest Architecture Companies in the World. Mr. Champana is an architect who has been involved in multi-disciplinary architectural projects in several countries of the world. He is presently stationed in Dubai where he is involved with the entire Middle-East which has become the hub of futuristic monuments and projects. His presentation, “Future Shock: Bright Lights, Big City” will consider how innovation in lighting technologies will be shaping our perception of the sustainable cities and architecture of tomorrow. He will also focus on the way we should NOT be designing our urban cities and the need to move away from light pollution and further develop innovative sustainable solutions. His vision of the Future of Lighting and from an architectural point of view will be of immense interest to lighting designers and large consumers in India who are under great pressure to align themselves with international developments and to bridge the gap to an increasingly demanding future.
**Infrastructure Project:** The third session will be a case study of a large multi-discipline project where L&T with its architects, consultants, and project team will make a presentation on the challenges they face for the Delhi International Airport Project and how they are materializing it to international standards. This project covers the terminal building, shopping arcade, hotel, street lighting, flood lighting etc.

Lii2009 will be the largest Lighting Conference ever held in Mumbai and has incorporated sufficient time in the programme for effective interaction between the experts and the participants, providing a great opportunity for anyone with an interest in lighting to update themselves.

The Conference is being held at the same venue as the Lighting South Asia Exhibition (Bombay Exhibition Centre, Goregaon) providing delegates with an opportunity to visit the stalls.

The cocktail dinner in the evening will give delegates and exhibitors an important cross disciplinary networking opportunity.

**REGISTRATION FEE** (Per head, upto 31st Jan 2009)

- ISLE/IIID member Rs. 1500
- Non-member Rs. 2000
- Block booking (Min. 10 persons) Rs. 1200
- Students (Min 5 through college) Rs. 500
- Spot booking Rs. 2500

For further details contact:
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